
                  
 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 
 

Team Trade creates its «Murex Center of Excellence» and consolidates 

its alliance with the vendor 

 

 

Paris, 19 January 2016 – Team Trade - A Synechron company has just launched a «Murex Center of 

Excellence» for the purpose of gathering and improving consultants’ skills and competencies around the MX.3 

platform and also to broaden and consolidate its technical and functional services offer. Its primary objective is 

to meet the increasing global demand for the MX.3 business solutions in the best possible way.    

 

The goal is to develop our pool of Murex resources in order to improve our capacity to respond to tenders and 

to develop our Murex offer and visibility. In order to meet these objectives, the «Murex Center of Excellence» 

aims to create and provide in-house training, participate in the recruitment process, define the Murex 

experiences and best practices, develop additional tools and services as well as organize and run forums, 

blogs and round table meetings in Paris, London and New York.   

 

Philippe Galin, in charge of the Team Trade partnership at Murex, affirms: «we are very pleased to see 

that Team Trade, one of our historic Alliance partners has continually increased its investments and has 

created a large team of consultants that are Murex specialists. Team Trade successfully developed its 

expertise of the MX.3 platform thanks to a real in-house training institution, the «Murex Academy» and now it 

has gone a step further with the launch of its «Murex Center of Excellence». Our partnership with this systems 

integrator has helped us to extend our business to many parts of the world and to make joint service offers 

that meet our clients’ needs more effectively».     

 

 

Jawad Cherkaoui, head of the «Murex Center of Excellence», who has more than ten years of Murex 

experience adds: «today, it is more important than ever that Team Trade strengthens its Murex positioning. 

Our brand needs to grow and increase its footprint in an ever-changing market by means of a targeted hiring 

program and training via our «Murex Academy». We have built a dedicated team that can deliver an improved 

response to tenders in terms of quality and deadlines. We have developed project-monitoring methodologies 

and tools that expand our client offer (on-shore, mixed-shore and off-shore outsourcing). Our sales and 

marketing efforts promote and increase our Murex skills visibility by creating client specific brochures that offer 

tailor-made solutions and by organizing Murex round table meetings where information on different business 

practices is shared. The «Murex Center of Excellence» is a real business leverage that Team Trade has 

undertaken, in order to remain a historic and preferred Murex business partner».   

 

 



                  
 

 

About Team Trade - A Synechron company 

 

Team Trade is a leading business consultancy and IT services company dedicated exclusively to the financial 

services industry. It assists clients with the organization and construction of their information systems. Over 

the past several years, Team Trade has acquired extensive expertise in the field of financial software 

solutions. Founded in 2000, Team Trade has today subsidiaries in Geneva, Luxembourg, London, Milan, 

Montreal, New York, Novi Sad, Singapore and Sydney. 

 

Team Trade joined Synechron in December 2014, the largest pure-player consulting and outsourcing provider 

for the financial services industry. Synechron, founded in 2001 in New York, has today 5.500+ professionals 

and operates in the US, Canada, Great-Britain, the Netherlands, Ireland, Germany, United Arab Emirates, 

Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore and Australia. The company owns also development centers based in Pune, 

India. 

 

About Murex 

 

Since its creation in 1986, Murex has played a key role in proposing effective technology as a catalyst for 

growth and innovation in capital markets through the design and implementation of integrated trading, risk 

management, processing and post-trade solutions.  

 

Murex has offices located in Beijing, Beirut, Dubai, Dublin, Hong Kong, London, Luxembourg, Moscow, New 

York, Paris, Sao Paulo, Santiago, Seoul, Singapore, Sydney, Tokyo and Toronto. Clients worldwide benefit 

from the MX.3 platform’s modular set of business solutions, specifically designed to solve the multi-faceted 

challenges of a transforming financial industry, while relying on the strength of 2.000 dedicated specialists.  

 

 

For further information please contact: 

 

Karin BENDAYAN 

Marketing & Communications Manager 

Team Trade - A Synechron company 

Tel: +33 (0)1 42 65 90 90 

karin.bendayan@teamtrade.com 

 

Mireille ADEBIYI 

Global Marketing and Communications Manager 

Murex 

Tel: +33 (0)1 44 05 32 00 

mireille.adebiyi@murex.com 
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